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Proton transferOxidation of water molecules in the photosystem II (PSII) protein complex proceeds at the manganese–
calcium complex, which is buried deeply in the lumenal part of PSII. Understanding the PSII function requires
knowledge of the intricate coupling between the water-oxidation chemistry and the dynamic proton
management by the PSII protein matrix. Here we assess the structural basis for long-distance proton transfer
in the interior of PSII and for proton management at its surface. Using the recent high-resolution crystal
structure of PSII, we investigate prominent hydrogen-bonded networks of the lumenal side of PSII. This
analysis leads to the identiﬁcation of clusters of polar groups and hydrogen-bonded networks consisting of
amino acid residues and water molecules. We suggest that long-distance proton transfer and conformational
coupling is facilitated by hydrogen-bonded networks that often involve more than one protein subunit.
Proton-storing Asp/Glu dyads, such as the D1-E65/D2-E312 dyad connected to a complex water-wire
network, may be particularly important for coupling protonation states to the protein conformation. Clusters
of carboxylic amino acids could participate in proton management at the lumenal surface of PSII. We propose
that rather than having a classical hydrophobic protein interior, the lumenal side of PSII resembles a complex
polyelectrolyte with evolutionary optimized hydrogen-bonding networks. This article is part of a Special
Issue entitled: Photosynthesis Research for Sustainability: from Natural to Artiﬁcial.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In oxygenic photosynthesis, light-driven water oxidation is facili-
tated by an astounding protein complex, the photosystem II (PSII),
which is embedded in the thylakoid membrane of all cyanobacteria,
algae, and terrestrial plants [1–17]. The major subunits (D1, D2, CP43,
CP47, PsbO) of the PSII core complex shown in Fig. 1 are evolutionary
conserved, whereas several smaller subunits present in the shown
cyanobacterial PSII are not found in plants [3,14]. The PSII function as a
light-driven water-plastoquinone oxidoreductase is coupled to acidiﬁ-
cation of the lumen and alkalization of the stroma according to:
2H2Oþ 2Q þ 4Photons→2QH2−4HþStroma þ 4HþLumen þ O2; ð1Þ
where Q denotes a plastoquinone molecule (QB in Fig. 1). The four
protons denoted as H+Lumen are created by the splitting of two waterPhotosynthesis Research for
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rights reserved.molecules and released into the inner-thylakoid space, the lumen,
which is separated from the stromaby the thylakoidmembrane; uptake
of the four protons denoted as H+Stroma results from protonation of
reduced plastoquinone molecules. Eq. (1) in conjunction with Fig. 1
indicates that i) protons are crucial in the redox chemistry of PSII; ii)
for each turnover of the reaction cycle, several protons need to be
transferred over a distance that exceeds the range of an elementary
proton-hopping step (b3 Å). The routes of long-distance transfer of the
donor-side protons are addressed herein. Clusters of polar groups and
water molecules likely facilitate the long-distance transfer of protons
from the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), the catalytic site of water
oxidation, to the periphery of PSII. Clusters of protonatable residuesmay
allow for an efﬁcient transfer of the protons from the water-oxidation
site into the aqueous phase. Based on the stunning breakthroughs in
protein crystallography on PSII [18,19,2], we will identify and discuss
potentially crucial clusters of hydrogen-bonded (H-bonded) residues
and water molecules in the lumenal PSII region.
Absorption of a photon by the antenna pigment of PSII initiates a
series of electron transfer steps, by which electrons from water (water
oxidation) are transferred to a plastoquinone molecule bound at the
QB-site of PSII [20,21,11]. All key players of the PSII-internal electron
transfer chain have been identiﬁed and functionally characterized.
Recent developments in PSII research support a crucial role of ‘smart’
proton relocation steps in the PSII redox chemistry [22–29]. The
interrelation between local redox transitions and protonation dynamics
on various time and length scales has emerged as a key direction for
future research on water oxidation by PSII [30–33,8,16].
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the light-driven reactions in PSII. Themolecular graphics image was prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientiﬁc, San Carlos, USA http://www.pymol.
org) using the crystal structure from Umena et al. [2]. The red arrows indicate the ﬂow of electrons. See Fig. 2C for a detailed view of crucial residues (D1-61, D1-Y161, and D1-H190).
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traditionally is denoted as oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), which
comprises a Mn4Ca(μ-O)5 core bound to residues of the D1 and CP43
subunits. (The spatial extension of the OEC is debatable. For simplicity,
wewill denote the inorganicMn4Ca(μ-O)5 center as OEC.) There remain
uncertainties with respect to the detailed structure of the OEC because
of severe X-ray photoreduction (radiation damage) during crystal-
lographic data collection [34–36]; see ref. [7] for a comprehensive
evaluation of alternative structural OECmodels. The OEC is located close
to the interface between the transmembrane and the soluble regions of
PSII (Fig. 1). Catalytic water oxidation involves light-induced passage of
the OEC through four distinct redox states denoted as S1, S2, S3, and S0,
where the subscript indicates the number of accumulated oxidation
equivalents [37,38,25,31]. During one reaction cycle two water mole-
cules are split into four electrons, four protons, and one oxygen
molecule (Eq. (1)). Proton removal from the OEC is associated with the
transitions S0→S1 (1H+), S2→S3 (1H+), and S3→S4 (2H+) and takes
place within tens or hundreds of microseconds (see Junge et al. [39]
and refs. therein). The release of protons into the thylakoid lumen
contributes to the proton-motive force (PMF) that is used by the cell to
synthesize the ATP needed for CO2 ﬁxation [40,41].
Proton relocation is thought to occur via hydrogen-bonding networks
(HBNs) that involve protein groups andwatermolecules. Proton-transfer
channels that may facilitate long-distance proton transfer in PSII have
been proposed [19,42,43,32,44,8]. But the relative importance of
speciﬁc proton transfer networks and the mechanism of transfer
remain key open questions. In Section 2, we discuss brieﬂy various
views on the long-distance proton transfer in PSII. We then proceed
in Sections 3–7 with a new analysis of the HBNs that may facilitate
long-distance proton transfer and/or conformational coupling.
In the following, we augment the residue label with the name of the
subunit to which the residue belongs. For example, D1-Y161 denotes
Y161 of subunit D1 (see, e.g., Fig. 2C). For clarity of the images, the
residue labels are color-coded according to the subunit using the color
code of Fig. 2D. The four major subunits of the PSII core complex are
denoted as D1 (PsbA gene product), D2 (PsbD), CP43 (PsbC), and CP47(PsbB). The smaller subunits are named according to their gene product.
We work exclusively with the crystallographic coordinates of Umena
et al. ([2], access code 3ARC,monomer A),where the polypeptide chains
are labeled according to the respective gene product (PsbA alias D1
corresponds to chain A, etc.). The PsbV subunit corresponds to the
cytochrome c-550, which is present in cyanobacteria but not in the
plant PSII, denoted as Cyt-c.2. Insights by computational studies on PSII proton channels
Regardless of the mechanistic details of how proton transfer is
coupled to the electron transfer in the speciﬁc S-state transitions, the
distance between the OEC and the outer surface of the lumen-exposed
region of PSII (≥20 Å) raises the key issue of extended HBNs that may
facilitate proton transfer. Indeed, as discussed below, observations from
theory and experiments converge towards an image of the protons
being released via a dynamic network of channels formed by protein
residues and internal water molecules.
The networks of H bonds that could connect the Mn4Ca cluster to
the bulk are rather complex. Since the ﬁrst speciﬁc proton channel
was suggested in 2004 [19], no fewer than ﬁve putative channels
were identiﬁed by searching for channels (connected voids) with a
minimum diameter of 1.3 Å [46]. The ﬁve channels have lengths of
about 30–50 Å and a complex architecture. Of the ﬁve channels that
start close to the Mn4Ca cluster, two pairs of proton channels unite
before reaching the bulk and thus only three channels reach the lumen.
D1-E65 (Fig. 2C) was found at the bottleneck of one of the ﬁve proton-
transfer channels that start close to the Mn4Ca cluster, and suggested
as a possible participant in proton transfer. CP43-R357 (Fig. 2C), a
residue previously inferred to deprotonate along with oxidation of the
OEC [47], contributes to three of the putative proton-transfer channels
identiﬁed by Gabdulkhakov et al. [46]. For full listing of the residues
contributing to the ﬁve putative proton channels, and comparison with
paths proposed previously in refs. [43,48], we refer the reader to the
discussion in refs. [46,8].
Fig. 2. Polar and charged amino acids in PSII. (A) Cα atoms of the polar and charged sidechains depicted as van-der-Waals spheres. The following colors are used for the Cα atoms:
Asp and Glu—red, Arg and Lys—blue, Asn, Gln, His, Ser, Thr, and Tyr—green. A PSII monomer is shown as transparent ribbons. (B) Detailed view of the distribution of the negatively
charged groups. Note that the lumen-exposed region of PSII where proton transfer is thought to occur is rich in carboxylic residues. (C) Detailed view of the oxygen-evolving
complex (OEC) with the manganese ions shown as violet spheres, oxygen—red, and calcium—green; sidechains of amino acids mentioned in the Introduction are shown as bonds
with the carbon atoms colored cyan, nitrogen—blue, and oxygen—red. (D) Color codes used to depict PSII subunits and amino acids that belong to speciﬁc subunits. ‘Chain’ indicates
the chain name from the crystal structure of Umena et al. [2], and ‘subunit’ the standard name of the subunit corresponding to that chain. (The chains are named according to the
respective gene products. For example, chain A corresponds to PsbA.) The analysis of HBNs is based on monomer A of the PSII structure from Umena et al. [2]. Molecular graphics
images in Figs. 2–10 were prepared using the VMD software [45].
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for the PSII channels. Indeed, proteins are dynamic entities, and their
dynamics is essential for function [49,50]. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations are a valuable tool for investigating the dynamics of
membrane proteins in hydrated lipid membrane environments
at room temperature. To date, long-timescale MD simulations on the
complete PSII in a physiological lipid membrane environment have
not been performed. Vasil'ev and Bruce [42] reported nanosecond-
timescaleMD simulations starting from the T. elongatus 3.5 Å resolution
structure [19]; subunits N, O, U, and V were not included in the MD
simulation system. The dynamics of the system was found to affect
signiﬁcantly the calculated rates of electron transfer [42]. Amore recent
MD simulation starting from the 3.0 Å resolution-structure of the T.
elongatus PSII and water molecules placed in internal protein cavities
[44] revealed that on the 10 ns timescale, the lumen-exposed part of
PSII is like a sponge, with an interconnected network of nanopores and
numerous water molecules that are highly dynamic and visit multiple
sites within the protein. Transient opening and closing of channels was
observed during the simulations.
The 1.9 Å resolution structure of the T. vulcanus PSII [2] opens new
avenues for investigating the proton transfer paths. Umena et al.
suggested that D1-Y161 (Fig. 2C) is part of a protein/water H-bonded
network that extends far to the lumenal bulk phase [2]. This network,
which includes D1 residues H190, N298, N322, R323, D319, and H304,
and PsbV K129 and Y137 (Fig. 2C), was suggested as an exit channel
for protons [2].The distance between the OEC and the outer surface of the lumen-
exposed region of PSII is large, around 20 Å (Figs. 1, 2A–B, and 3). To
travel such long distances, the protons need to ‘hop’ along H bonds
formed by polar protein groups and/or water chains (wires) whose
dipoles are suitably oriented (see, e.g., ref. [51]). The large distances that
the protons need to travel in PSII, and the complex nature of this multi-
subunit protein with numerous inner channels [46,44], raise the
intriguing questions of howdoes the protein ensure efﬁcientmovement
of protons from the OEC region towards the lumenal bulk. And, to what
extent is the protonation state coupled to protein conformation?
Here we contribute to the understanding of the PSII proton channels
and long distance coupling between protein subunits by assessing
the HBNs. We ﬁnd extended clusters of protein/water H-bonds. Several
of the clusters of H-bonding groups share one or more residues, that is,
they are interconnected. Clusters of H bonds can be formed by residues
from different subunits of PSII, and extend over signiﬁcant distances.
Four carboxylate dyads that are either buried within PSII, or on the
protein surface, are characterized by short, H-bonding distances between
the carboxylic groups; such short distances suggest that each of the
three carboxylic pairs may harbor a proton.
3. The lumenal region of PSII: a complex polyelectrolyte
Our inspection of the distribution of charged and polar residues
in PSII revealed that the lumenal region of the protein is loaded with
residues that could H-bond (Fig. 2A). In contrast, the membrane-
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groups (mostly histidines), which serve as ligands of the magnesium
ions of the PSII chlorophylls.
As expected for a soluble protein [52], PsbO has a large number of
residue with polar or charged sidechains (~50%), which are located
mostly at the outer side of the partially barrel-shaped protein subunit.
We also observe signiﬁcant polarity in the case of CP43 and CP47: Of
the 451 CP43-residues (504 in CP47) in the crystal structure, ~36%
(~39% in CP47) are polar or charged (Fig. 2A); given that CP43 (as
well as CP47) has six transmembrane (TM) helices, the polarity is
higher when calculated for the lumenal region only (44% and 41% of the
amino acids in the lumenal regions of CP47 and CP43, respectively, are
polar or charged). For comparison, in the case of the largelymembrane-
embedded D2 subunit (6 TM helices), ~35% (128) of the 342 residues in
the crystal structure are polar/charged, with 41% of the lumenal amino
acids being polar or charged. The polarity of subunit D2 is relatively
close to that of the bacteriorhodopsin proton pump (7 TM helices, 248
residues), which contains ~33% polar/charged groups, with 18 Asp/Glu
residues. The values for the D1 subunit are similar (6 TM helices, 335
residues in the crystal structure, 40% polar/charged groups in the
lumenal region, of which 13 are Asp/Glu). However unlike bacterio-
rhodopsin, a protein which translocates proton across the membrane
[53], the membrane-spanning subunit of PSII subunits does not contain
any Asp/Glu within the transmembrane region (Fig. 2B). Because of
the lack of water clusters (Fig. 1) and protonatable residues (Fig. 2A, B),
the transmembrane part of PSII cannot allow for proton movements
across the thylakoid membrane. In the cytochrome-c oxidase, the redox
chemistry is coupled to the translocation of protons across themembrane
[54–56]. In PSII, a similar functionality is excluded.
Alreadymere visual inspection of thehigh density ofwatermolecules
(Figs. 1, 3) and of the remarkable density of polar and charged residues
(Fig. 2A, B) reveals that the interior of the lumenal fraction of the PSII
proteins cannot be described as a largely hydrophobic protein interior. A
coarse discrimination between a hydrophilic protein surface and
a hydrophobic protein interior clearly fails. The PSII interior rather
resembles a polyelectrolyte brush connected to the membrane-intrinsic
(and mostly hydrophobic) region of PSII. Moreover, when turning from
the lumenal domain of PSII to the lumen compartment of stacked
thylakoid membranes, we ﬁnd that the volume of the lumen compart-
ment is probably largely ﬁlled by the lumenal fraction of PSII proteins [9].
The complete lumen space formed by stacked thylakoids does not formFig. 3. Location of clusters of amino acid residues discussed in the text. (A) Surface clusters (SC
For simplicity, only the Cα atoms of the cluster-belonging residues are depicted as van-der-W
(SC6–SC8), Fig. 6 (SC9–SC12), Fig. 7 (HBN1–HBN4), Fig. 8 (HBN5–HBN6), Fig. 9 (HBN7–HBN11)
the same as those used to identify the various protein subunits in Fig. 2D.a spacious aqueous bulk phase but rather may resemble a complex
polyelectrolyte with aqueous nanometer pores (1–5 nm) between
membrane-extrinsic subunits of PSII. The complexity of the situation
poses extreme challenges to experimentalists and theoreticians, but
ultimately may lead to surprising insights and the development of new
and far-reaching concepts.
As opposed to non-biological polyelectrolytes, the distribution of
charged residues and water molecules in PSII is not merely statistical
but speciﬁc enough to become resolvable by protein crystallography.
(We note that there are no major voids or other indications that would
suggest that a major fraction of water molecules in the protein interior
has remained unresolved in the crystal structure of Umena et al. [2].) In
protein science (and in biological sciences in general), it often has been
a successful strategy to embark on the search for distinctive evolution-
ary optimized entities (key groups or structural motifs) that could play
a crucial role in the function of the macromolecule. Following this
strategy and aiming at understanding the protonation dynamics in PSII,
ﬁrst we identify clusters of protonatable residues (Asp/Glu clusters)
at the protein surface that may be involved in proton release and/or in
the coupling of protonation and conformational dynamics of different
PSII subunits at the lumenal surface. Second, we describe 11 prominent
HBNs that could participate in the long-distance proton relocation from
the OEC to the protein exterior, or in coupling the OEC reactions to
remote regions in PSII. Detailed analysis of H-bond patterns led us to
identify several intriguing dyads of carboxylic sidechains which likely
harbor a proton in the crystallized state and could participate in the
dynamic coupling of protonation and conformational dynamics.
In the following, we will discuss three types of HBNs at the
lumenal side of PSII: i) prominent clusters of carboxylic residues (Asp,
Glu) at the PSII surface (SC1–SC12, Figs. 4–6); ii) largely protein-
internal HBNs of polar amino acid residues and water molecules
(HBN1–HBN11, Figs. 7–9); iii) two selected surface clusters illustrat-
ing special aspects (SC13 and SC14, Fig. 10). Fig. 3 provides an
overview of the location of the surface clusters (SCs) and HBNs
discussed herein; the connectivity map of Fig. 11 shows schemati-
cally the interconnections between the discussed SCs and protein-
internal HBNs. The extension and mutual separation of the SCs and
HBNs are not uniquely implied by the crystallographic model; clarity
of the images and illustration of speciﬁc interactions were among the
criteria used to select the amino acid residues and water molecules
contributing to an individual cluster.1–SC14) located largely at the surface of PSII. (B) Location of H-bonded networks (HBNs).
aals spheres. For details about the composition of the clusters, see Fig. 4 (SC1–SC5), Fig. 5
, and Fig. 10 (SC13–SC14). Note that the color codes used to locate the SCs andHBNs are not
Fig. 4. Inter-subunit carboxylate and carboxylate/water clusters at the lumen-exposed surface of PSII (SC1–SC5). (A–D) Selected carboxylic amino acid sidechains are shown as
bonds with carbon atoms colored in cyan and oxygen in red. Here and in all remaining images, each amino acid label is colored according to the PSII subunit to which the amino acid
belongs (see Fig. 2D). The straight black lines indicate H-bonding distances (distances≤3.5 Å). The curved lines (e.g., between E350 and E352 in panel E) indicate distances that are
somewhat too long for an H bond (between 3.5 Å and 4 Å), but could shorten to H-bonding distances during protein dynamics. Water molecules that bridge Asp/Glu amino acids are
depicted as small yellow spheres. In panel E, the distance between D1-E344 and CP47-D380 is 2.6 Å (Table 1), suggesting that a proton is shared by the two carboxylates. The ‘*’
signs in panel D indicate sidechains that have two conformations in the crystal structure. Conformations (1) and (2) of the CP47-E405 sidechain are distinguished by the H-bonding
interactions (see text). We note that the deﬁnition of the clusters is not unique; the clusters of Asp/Glu groups are deﬁned based on the amino acids being relatively close in terms of
distances or sequence, but also to allow an optimal illustration of the interactions.
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4.1. Asp/Glu surface clusters forming H-bonded networks with surface
water molecules
Thorough inspection of the Asp/Glu residues on the lumen-
exposed surface revealed several remarkable clusters of carboxylic
residues located largely on the surface (clusters SC1–SC12, Figs. 3A,
4–6). In these clusters carboxylate sidechains are found at relatively
close distances from each other, even within direct H-bonding distance
(Fig. 4E). Surface carboxylate groups also participate in networks
of protein/water H-bonds (Figs. 4, 5D, 6A–B). The carboxylate/water
networks may involve a single water molecule that bridges two
carboxylates, for example, the water molecules that bridge D2-E310
to PsbO-D222 in Fig. 4D, and D2-E343 to CP47-E387 in Fig. 4E. Other
carboxylate/water networks aremore extended, for example, the three-
carboxylate/ﬁve-water cluster in Fig. 4C, or the network that extends
from CP47-E307 to CP47-E433 via ﬁve water molecules and two
additional Asp groups (Fig. 4D). Since only water molecules that
have high occupancy are identiﬁed by protein crystallography, it is
likely that in physiologic conditions the surface Asp/Glu clusters involve
numerous dynamic H bonds between the carboxylates and water
molecules of the aqueous bulk. That is, we suggest that each carboxylate
cluster corresponds to a dynamic HBN. In what follows, we discuss
brieﬂy the carboxylate and carboxylate/water clusters found at the
interface between two or three protein subunits, or along the surface of
a single protein subunit.4.2. Inter-subunit Asp/Glu surface clusters
Subunit D2 is connected to CP47 and PsbO via H bonds of carboxylic
groups, with (Fig. 4A, D and E) or without (Fig. 4E) intervening water
molecules. Particularly strong connections are observed between D2
and CP47 in the region of D2-E343 and D2-E344: the carboxyl group
of D2-E344 is within 2.6 Å distance from CP47-D380, and D2-E343
bridges to CP47-E387 via a water molecule (Fig. 4E). Seven amino acids
downstream the D2 sequence, E377 connects to CP47-D276 via two
ordered watermolecules (Fig. 4A). D2-E308 and E310 are part of a HBN
with water molecules and PsbO groups (Fig. 4D). This network of H
bonds is close to PsbO-D158 (Figs. 4D and 5A), a conserved amino
acid residue whose mutation impairs oxygen evolution and chloride
retention, albeit the mutant PsbO still binds to PSII [58]. The proximity
between PsbO D158 and D228 (the distance between the carboxylic
groups of these two aspartates is ~7 Å) suggests that mutation of D158
could affect the dynamics of H-bonding at the PsbO/D2 interface
illustrated in Fig. 4D. We note that such extended perturbations would
complicate the interpretation of the molecular origin of the site-
directed mutagenesis experiments.
TheHBN extending fromCP47-E307 to CP47-D433 via CP47-D46/D49
and six water molecules (Fig. 4D) is intriguing, because CP47-E307 and
CP47-D433 are in the vicinity of three Glu groups (CP47 E405, E431, and
E435) for which the crystal structure indicates two possible conforma-
tions. In the conformation labeled (1), the carboxylic group of CP47-E405
is within close distance from that of CP47-E431 regardless of the E431
conformation (distances between the carboxylic oxygen atoms of 2.6–
Fig. 5. Carboxylate and carboxylate/water clusters of PsbO (SC6–SC8). (A) Distribution of the PsbO Asp/Glu amino acid residues. PsbO is shown as purple ribbons, with D2 and CP47
in blue and brown, respectively. All sidechains shown explicitly belong to PsbO; for details of carboxylate clusters comprised of PsbO, D2, and CP47 groups, see SC4 in Fig. 4D. Panels
B, C, and D show SC6, SC7, and SC8, respectively. The OEC is shown with the oxygen atoms—small red spheres, manganese—violet, and calcium—green. The calcium ion bound to the
PsbO surface is shown as a green van-der-Waals sphere. Albeit in panel A the D141 group appears close to the PsbO-bound calcium ion, this amino acid is not part of the calcium
coordination shell; the PsbO-bound calcium ion is coordinated by the carbonyl groups of PsbO T138 and V201, and by the N201 sidechain (not shown). In panel D, the distance
between the carboxylic sidechains of E97 and D102 is 2.8 Å. We note that surface carboxylate clusters have also been identiﬁed by Shutova et al. in the T. elongatus PsbO
structure [57]. (The PsbO Asp/Glu groups are conserved in T. elongatus and T. vulcanus.) The T. elongatus Asp/Glu discussed by Shutova et al. [57] are E54, E55, E62, E64, D158, D169,
E179, E180, E181, D223, D224, E229, and E232. These amino acids overlap with the cluster denoted here as SC7 (Fig. 5C), and with the Asp/Glu at the interface between PsbO and
subunits D2/CP47 (Fig. 7A, 9).
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E431 nor E307 (Fig. 4D). Likewise, only one of the conformations of the
CP47-E435 sidechain is associated with water H-bonding (Fig. 9B).
Pursuant to these observations, we suggest that the region close to CP47
E405–E435 is especially dynamic, with a complex pattern of the H-bond
dynamics.4.3. Asp/Glu clusters on the surface of PsbO
The surface of PsbO is rich in carboxylate clusters (see clusters SC4
and SC6–SC8 in Figs. 4D and 5). Most of these Asp/Glu groups are not
H-bonded in the crystal structure; exceptions are D97, D99, and D102,
which participate in an H-bonded network (cluster SC8, Fig. 5D). The
carboxylate groups of E97 and D102 are within 2.8 Å distance (Table 1,
Fig. 5D). Such a short distance suggests that one of the carboxylates is
protonated, at least in the crystalline PSII.The observation that in the absence of PsbO, PSII is functional (albeit
with different functional properties) [59,3] could be interpreted as
evidence that the carboxylate clusters on the surface of PsbO are of
low importance for PSII function.We believe that this conjecturewould
be premature. The insight in the function of PSII in the absence of the
PsbO subunit is still limited and does not exclude that the carboxylate
clusters directly contribute to optimizing the efﬁciency of PSII water
oxidation. Indeed, it had been indicated that one or more Glu groups
of PsbO could be involved in a conformation-coupled proton transfer
processes [60,61]. Based on a previous analysis of clusters of carboxylic
amino acids from the T. elongatus PSII [19], Shutova et al. [57] proposed
that closely spaced carboxylates could explain the relatively high pKa
values of PsbO Asp/Glu groups thought to deprotonate during the
S1→S2 transition [60], and that clusters of negatively-charged groups on
the surface of PsbO could act as a proton-collecting antenna (see the
legend of Fig. 5 for a list of the 13 Asp/Glu amino acids discussed by
Shutova et al. [57]). Protonation/deprotonation reactions of surface
Fig. 6. Carboxylates and carboxylate/water clusters in subunits CP43, D1, CP47, and PsbU
(SC9–SC12). The atom colors used are the same as in Fig. 4. In panel C, the distance of 5.3 Å
between the two water molecules (yellow spheres) is too large for an H-bond.
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conformational changes of PsbO [62,57]).
4.4. Asp/Glu clusters on the surface of other PSII subunits
We observed clusters of carboxylates on the surface of other PSII
subunits, such as CP43 (SC9, Fig. 6A), D1 (SC10, Fig. 6B), CP47 (SC11,
Fig. 6C), or chain U (SC12, Fig. 6D). In the case of CP43 and D1, pairs
of Asp/Glu groups are bridged via ordered water molecules (Fig. 6A
and B). The carboxylate groups of CP47-D170 and E283 are within
~7 Å distance; although the ~5 Å distance between the two water
molecules shown in Fig. 6C is too long for a H-bond, we suggest
that transient H-bond bridging of CP47-D170 and E283 via water
molecules is possible in a physiological environment. The term ‘physio-
logical environment’ is used here to indicate a non-crystalline PSII
embedded in a ﬂuid lipid membrane, surrounded by an aqueous
electrolyte; in a physiological environment at room temperature,
PSII is a dynamic entity.
The soluble chain U has several Asp/Glu that are closely spaced
within the protein sequence, between one and three amino acid
residues apart: D14/E15, E23/D26, E56/E59/D60, E77/E80, and E86/E88
(SC12, Fig. 6D). The exact functional role of PsbU is unclear. We
speculate that the negative charges of the closely spaced carboxylates
discussed heremay be involved in themodulation of the PSII afﬁnity for
calcium and chloride by the PsbU subunit suggested in ref. [59].
4.5. Possible functional role of the surface carboxylate clusters
Clusters of carboxylates have been observed before on the surface
of other proton-transfer proteins—for example, bacteriorhodopsinand cytochrome c oxidase [63,64]. It was proposed that merging of
Coulomb cages by closely spaced carboxylates (~8 Å) could ensure a
high efﬁciency of proton exchange [64]. That is, surface carboxylates
can act as a proton-collecting antenna [63,65] (or at the lumenal side
of PSII, a proton-emitting antenna). MD simulations on the ribosomal
S6 protein, a globular protein with approximately 30% of amino acid
residues charged at physiological pH, indicated that speciﬁc regions
on the protein surface function as local ion attractor sites where ions
are retained for hundreds of picoseconds; shuttling of ions between
nearby attractor sites was also observed [66]. In bacteriorhodopsin, a
cluster of carboxylates on the cytoplasmic side of the protein acts as a
proton-collecting antenna that assists the passage of the proton from
the bulk to the proton-transfer channel [67].
In conclusion, the PSII carboxylate clusters may promote efﬁcient
removal of protons from the PSII interior, transient storage of protons,
efﬁcient hydration of protons (proton transfer to water molecules of
the aqueous bulk), and transfer of the lumenal protons to the ATPase.
Moreover, it is conceivable that surface carboxylate clusters, in particular
those at subunit interfaces, are involved in controlling protein structure
and dynamics.
5. Proton-carrying carboxylate dyads
5.1. H-bonded carboxylate pairs
The short distances between E97 and D102 of PsbO (2.8 Å; Fig. 5D,
Table 1) and between D2-E344 and CP47-D380 (2.6 Å, Fig. 4E) are
raising the intriguing possibility that the two adjacent carboxylate groups
are connected by a strong H-bond, ormay even share a proton. The short
distance between the carboxylic oxygen appears incompatible with
the electrostatic repulsion between two negatively-charged carbox-
ylates. The proton may be shared in the form of a strong, barrierless
hydrogen bond without preferential binding to one of the two oxygen
atoms (CD/E\O••H••O\CD/E), or itmay be localized at one of theH-bond
partners (CD/E\O\H⋅⋅⋅O\CD/E). However, a short H-bonding distance
between two carboxylic amino acids in the crystal structure is not
sufﬁcient to conclude on whether or not the carboxylic dyads listed in
Table 1 carry a proton in the physiological state of PSII. Spectroscopic
experiments, pKa computations, and analysis of H-bond dynamics from
prolonged MD simulations would be necessary to further evaluate the
protonation states of the dyads and their dynamic changes.
5.2. H-bonded carboxylate pairs in other bioenergetic proteins
Our proposal that the pairs PsbO E97/D102 andD2-E344/CP47-D380
likely have a protonated Asp/Glu is supported by similar observations in
other proteins. Short H-bonding distances between Asp/Glu sidechains
have indeed been associated with protonated Asp/Glu—for example, in
the Na/K pump [68] and in the bacteriorhodopsin proton pump [69,70].
It was noted that in the crystal structures of the Na/K pump [71,72], the
distance between the carboxylic groups of E786 and D811 is 2.7–2.8 Å
[68]; detailed computational work supplemented by experimental
observations led to the conclusion that E786 indeed is protonated [68].
The short-distance Glu dyad interacting with water in PSII resembles
the observation that in the proton release site of resting-state bacterio-
rhodopsin, E194 and E204 are within H-bonding distance (3.0 Å in the
structure from ref. [73]), and water molecules are present close to the
E194/E204 dyad. The interpretation of this structural arrangement and
its associated spectral ﬁngerprints, in terms of a proton storage site, has
been controversial (see, e.g., refs. [74–80,69,70]). Based on the crystal
structure and interpretation of spectral ﬁngerprints, it was proposed
that the proton is stored on the E194/E204 dyad, probably involving
also neighboring water molecules [76,77]. Other spectroscopy data
were interpreted to suggest E204 as the group fromwhich the proton is
released to the bulk [74], or ﬁrst to E194 [75,81]. The presence of a broad
continuumband in the infrared spectrumwas proposed to indicate that
Fig. 7. HBNs and putative pathways for long-distance proton transfer (HBN1–HBN4). The panels illustrate selected HBNs that stem from the vicinity of the OEC. The chloride ion,
manganese ions, and oxygen atoms of the OEC are shown, respectively, as cyan, green, and red spheres. Amino acid residues are shown as bonds, and water molecules as
transparent surfaces with a probe radius of 1.4 Å. That is, a continuous surface indicates water molecules within H-bonding distance. The PSII subunits contributing to the HBNs are
indicated for each panel, e.g., in panel A, the contributing subunits are D1, D2, CP43, and Cyt-c. (A) Curved HBN that extends from the OEC to the solvent-exposed region of Cyt-c.
Note that R55* of Cyt-c has two conformations, which suggests an enhanced ﬂexibility in this region of the network. For additional information about the D1-E343 interactions, see
Fig. 4E. (B–D) HBNs involving D1-E65 and D2-E312. The black line that connects the carboxyl groups of these two amino acids indicates the 2.5 Å distance between the carboxylic
oxygen atoms. Such a short distance could be explained by the two Glu sidechains sharing a proton; the D1-E65/D2-E312 dyad may be a proton-storage site. In panels C and D, the
water molecules are colored according to the wires to which they belong. In panel C, four water wires are shown in orange, cyan, ice blue, and dark yellow transparent van-der-
Waals spheres; a ﬁfth water wire, colored gray, is depicted in panel D. The curved arrows through the water wires indicate wires that could be part of a pathway for proton release.
In contrast, the water wire colored cyan (panel C) leads to non-protonatable backbone groups; although such paths may not participate in proton transfer, they could couple
changes in the HBN to structural changes of the backbone. The underlined amino acids are part multiple HBNs (for example, D1-E65 and D2-E312 are part of HBN2–HBN4).
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surrounded by protein residues, including E194 and E204 [79]. The
intrinsic proton afﬁnity of a carboxylic group is, however, signiﬁcantly
higher than that of a water dimer, and the crystal-structure geometry is
maintained in combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical
computations with E204 protonated [69]. Recent computations of pKaFig. 8. HBNs close to CP43-R357 (HBN5–HBN6). (A) The CP43-R357 side-chain contribute
backbone contributes to a HBN that extends, via CP43-D360, to D8 of PsbO and the aqueouvalues and spectral ﬁngerprints demonstrated that a model in which
the proton is shared by E194 and E204 leads to results qualitatively
consistent with the experiments [70].
The above summary on the E194/E204 dyad in bacteriorhodopsin
illustrates both the need to address the functional role of H-bonded
carboxylate groups, and the challenges in assigning protonations to an HBN that leads to a cluster of D1 Thr, Asn, and Gln amino acids. (B) The CP43
s bulk.
Fig. 9. HBNs located further away from the OEC (HBN7–HBN11). The approximate distance to the OEC is indicated in panels A–B, and D–E. In panel C, the distance betweenD2-N338 and
the OEC is ~33 Å. CP47-R358 contributes to the both HBN7 (panel A) and HBN9 (panel C). Note that D2-D297, E323, and E326 contribute to the both HBN10 (panel D) and HBN11 (panel
E); D2-T313 (HBN11, panel E) is also part of HBN2 (Fig. 7B). In panel B, CP47-D433 connects the two halves of HBN8, the CP47-E435 side and the CP47-Q338 side. See Fig. 4D (SC4) for
additional information on the region close to the CP47/E431/D433/E435 region. Chains H and M contribute only a single amino acid residue each to HBN7 and HBN8, respectively.
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identiﬁed herein raise a number of questions that can be addressed
by theory and experiments in the foreseeable future: What are the
pKa values of the key titratable groups? Are protons delocalized in
internal water cluster? How stable are the HBNs in MD simulations
and what are the effects of mutating speciﬁc residues from the
network? Andmost importantly, howdo theHBN-facilitated protonation
dynamics relate to the functioning of PSII? Aside from computational
approaches, FTIR difference [82] and novel time-resolved IR experiments
[83] may be especially well suited to address these questions.
5.3. A role for protonated carboxylate dyads in PSII?
If in physiological conditions the D2-E344/CP47-D380 dyad
(Fig. 4E) harbors a proton in the form of a stable and barrier-less Hbond [84] as the 2.6 Å crystal-structure distance between the
carboxylates suggests (Table 1, Fig. 4E), the important question arises
as to the functional signiﬁcance of such a protonated carboxylate
dyad. One possibility is that the carboxylate dyad is protonated
throughout the reaction cycle, and it serves simply to glue together
the D2 and CP47 subunits.
Alternatively, the H bond between D2-E344 and CP47-D380 may
be present only at speciﬁc times along the reaction pathway. Changes
in the electrostatic environment of the carboxylate dyad or protein
conformational changes coupled to the OEC reactions could result in
breaking of the D2-E344/CP47-D380 H-bond. Subsequent depro-
tonation of the carboxylate dyad and the resulting electrostatic
repulsion between D2-E344 and CP47-D380 could lead to further,
more extended conformational changes. In this scenario, when the
D2-E344/CP47-D380 H-bond is broken, the negatively-charged D2-
Fig. 10. Surface clusters can mediate tight inter-subunit interactions and shape hydrophilic pockets. (A) Tight inter-subunit interactions mediated by carboxylic amino acids in SC13.
The carboxylic oxygen atoms of CP47-D380 are within 2.6–3.3 Å of D2-E344 (see the black lines connecting the carboxylic groups). Such a short distance suggests a strong, proton-
sharing H-bond. One amino acid downstream E344 in the sequence of subunit D2, E343 hydrogen bonds to Y136 of the soluble Cyt-c (3.0 Å distance). That is, the E343/E344
segment of subunit D2 ensures coupling of subunit D2 with CP47 and Cyt-c. D2-E343 is also part of HBN2 (Fig. 7A). (B) A hydrophilic pocket on the surface of PSII (SC14). Residues
E350, E352, and D372 of CP47 are located on the surface, at the entry towards a hydrophilic cavity ﬁlled with about 30 H-bonding water molecules. The water/protein HBN includes
H-bonding (distance of 2.8 Å) between a water molecule and the K423 backbone. The sidechain of CP47-K423 is part of an HBN that includes amino acid residues from CP47, D2,
and PsbO (see HBN11, Fig. 9E).
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D2-E344/CP47-D380 dyad is highly speculative, aiming to illustrate
how protonated carboxylate dyads could contribute to a dynamic
control of PSII function.
In summary, the carboxylate dyads described herein may serve
an exclusively structural role. However, an active role in protonFig. 11. Schematic representation of inter-connections between clusters and HBNs. Interconn
corresponding clusters/HBNs are given for each pair. For details about the composition of th
several connecting residues each, namely D2-E323, D2-R326, and D2-D207 (D2-(a)); D2-
CP47-E435; CP47-D372, CP47-E350, CP47-E352, and CP47-E353 (CP47-(a)).management and relocation is also conceivable. Changes in the
protein conformation that result in an increased distance between
the two carboxylate groups could promote release of the protons
previously harbored by the carboxylate dyad. Alternatively, proton-
ation state changes could induce dyad dissolution and thereby major
changes in the protein conformation.ections are indicated by dashed lines; examples of amino acids that are common to the
e clusters and the HBNs, see Figs. 4–11. D2-(a), D2-(b), PsbO-(a), and CP47-(a) include
E343 and D2-E344 (D2-(b)); PsbO-D222 and PsbO-D224 (PsbO-(a)); CP47-D433 and
Table 1
Pairs of carboxylic residue residues (AA1 paired with AA2) whose carboxylic groups
are located within short, H-bonding distances.
AA1 AA2 Distance (Å) Figures
PsbO-E97 PsbO-D102 2.8 5D
D2-E344 CP47-D380 2.6 4E, 10A
D1-E65 D2-E312 2.5 7B–D
CP47-E405 CP47-E431 2.6–3.7a 4D
a Distances measured for conformation-(1) of the CP47-E405 sidechain, taken as the
shortest oxygen–oxygen distance between CP47-E405 and CP47-E431 in either of the
E431 conformations (Fig. 4E). In the corresponding ﬁgures (indicated in the right
column), the short distances are indicated by black lines connecting the oxygen atoms.
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6.1. HBNs that start at D1-Y161(TyrZ)
The presence of HBNs that start in the vicinity of the OEC has been
considered before [19,43,46,2,8]. Umena et al. [2] noted an HBN that
extends from D1-Y161 to PsbV-Y137/K129 via D1 residues H190,
N298, H304, D319, N322, R323, and water molecules (Fig. 2C). This
is a long, curved pathway that includes residues from four protein
subunits, and reaches to the bulk via the ﬂexible R55 of the Cyt-c
subunit (Fig. 7A). The entrance site of the path is at the redox-active
tyrosine (D1-Y161, also denoted as TyrZ or YZ, Fig. 1). In the H-atom
abstraction model of Babcock and coworkers [85–87], it was assumed
that deprotonation of D1-Y161 is followed by transfer of the phenolic
proton to the lumenal bulk before transfer of an H-atom from the
Mn4Ca complex to the YZ radical. Whether or not HBN7 (Fig. 7A)
indeed participates in proton removal from the OEC-site via the
redox-active TyrZ (D1-Y161), in all or some of the S-state transitions
of PSII, is an important open question. In the static picture provided
by protein crystallography, the proton transfer path appears to be
interrupted at the D1/D2 interface. A continuous proton transfer path
leading from the OEC to the surface that may be established via
relatively minor conformational changes is conceivable.
6.2. The CP43-R357 H-bonded networks
The sidechain of CP43-R357 is part of an HBN in the immediate
vicinity of the OEC core (HBN5, Fig. 8A). A direct participation of CP43-
R357 in proton translocation and water oxidation has been proposed
from continuumelectrostatic computations [47] andQM/MMmodeling
[88]. Site-directed mutagenesis of CP43-R357 severely impairs PSII
function [89]. The CP43-R357 residue may represent the entrance site
of an HBN that connects the OEC region to the bulk (HBN6, Fig. 8B). The
backbone of CP43-R357 (but not its protonatable sidechain) connects
to HBN6 that reaches to the bulk via PsbO-D8 (Fig. 8B). Conformational
dynamics of residues or water molecules may be required for efﬁcient
proton transfer from HBN5 to HBN6. CP43-D360 appears to have a
central role in HBN6, as it bridges to two water clusters that H-bond to
protein sidechain and backbone groups (Figs. 3B, 8B).
6.3. H-bonding of the pivotal D1–D61 group
D1–D61 (Fig. 2C) is part of the putative proton-transfer channels
discussed, e.g., by Ho [8]. Barber and coworkers [19] had noted that
D1–D61 is at the mouth of a hydrophilic channel that extends from D1
to D2 and PsbO, and involves D1-E65, D2-E312, and additional polar
groups. The participation of D1-E65 (Fig. 2C) in a hydrophilic channel
was conﬁrmed by a recent search for channels in PSII [46] based on
the 2.9 Å-resolution crystal structure from [90] and ultimately by the1.9 Å crystallographic model of Shen et al. [2]. In the D1–D61N mutant,
electron transfer and likely also proton transfer have been found to be
drastically slowed down [91,92].
The D1–D61 is part of an extended HBN comprised by protein
groups andwatermolecules. Via D1-E65/D2-E312 andwatermolecules,
D61 connects to a polar H-bonded cluster contributed by amino acids
from subunits D1 and D2 (Fig. 7B): A water molecule bridges to D2-
E312 and D2-T316 via H-bonding (distance of 2.8 Å, HBN2 in Fig. 7B).
The hydroxyl group of D2-T316 H-bonds to the amide group of D2-
T313, and the D2-T313 hydroxyl is part of a H-bonded cluster that
comprises D2-Q301 and D1 groups G74, N75, N76, and T79 (Fig. 7B).
The role of this intriguing network of Asn/Gln/Thr H-bonds is not clear.
In membrane proteins, clusters of H bonds composed of three amino
acid residues on two different transmembrane helices (so called polar
clamps) were proposed to provide structural constraints for the helices
[93]. We suggest that the Asn/Gln/Thr cluster in HBN2 may play a
similar role, serving as a node of tight interactions between subunits D1
and D2.
6.4. Branched water wires starting at the D1-E65/D2-E312 dyad
Detailed inspection of the crystal structure of Umena et al. [2]
reveals that the carboxylic groups of D1-E65 and D2-E312 are within
a short distance of 2.5 Å (Fig. 7B, Table 1); such a short distance would
indicate a proton-carrying carboxylate dyad (see Section 5). The D1-
E65/D2-E312 dyad further communicates with the network of water
wires depicted in Fig. 7C and D, with HBN11 via D2-T313 (Fig. 9E), and
with SC4 via PsbO-D224 (Fig. 4D); that is, the protein/water network
involving the D1-E65/D2-E312 dyad extends from the D61 region
(Fig. 7B) towards the lumen.
The network of water wires close to the D1-E65/D2-E312 dyad
could be described as a main wire extending from D1-E65 to D1-Y73
(orange line in Fig. 7C) that branches out into three wires (see the
cyan, gray, and dark yellow transparent surfaces), with an additional
branch in the vicinity of D2-E310 (see the ice blue surface in Fig. 7D).
Thewaterwires can lead to backbone groups (e.g., the cyanwire ends at
the PsbO-F156/PsbO-L164 backbone), or to titratable protein groups
that could be involved in proton transfer (e.g., D2-E310, D2-D308, or
PsbO-D224). The D2 amino acids D308 and E310 are close to the
surface, where they are part of a network of H bonds involving water
molecules and PsbO groups (SC4 in Fig. 4D).
The D1-E65/D2-E312 network appears to have extensive connec-
tions throughout PSII. D2-T313 is close to a cluster of hydrophilic groups
contributed by subunits D2, CP47, and PsbO, including the sidechain
of CP47-K423 (Fig. 9E). The backbone of CP47-K423 participates in
stabilizing a water network on the surface of CP47 (Fig. 10B). The
ﬁnding that D1-E65 andD2-E312 are part of an extensive protein/water
HBN that has interconnections extending to the lumen is compatible
with results obtained by FTIR difference spectroscopy supporting the
idea of a proton excess channel that includes D1–D61, D1-E65, and D2-
E312, and links the OEC with the lumen (Service et al. [82]).
7. Extended H-bonded networks connecting protein subunits
7.1. Examples of HBNs interconnecting subunits
The subunits of PSII are inter-connected via networks of H bonds
formed by protein groups and water molecules. The D2 subunit has
extensive couplings to other subunits: D2 groups participate in clusters
of hydrophilic residues with groups from D1 (Fig. 7), CP43 (Fig. 8A),
CP47 (Figs. 9, 4A, D, and E), PsbO (Fig. 4D), and Cyt-c, (Figs. 7A, 10A),
and PsbH (HBN7, Fig. 9A).
The region in the D2 sequence comprising E343 and E344 connects
viaH-bonding to bothCP47 andCyt-c (Figs. 4E, 10A). D2 further connects
to PsbO via the H bond between PsbO-Y168 and D2-E323 in HBN10
(Fig. 9D). D2-E323 also is part of the crowded cluster depicted in Fig. 9E
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D2-T313HbondswithD2-Q301 inHBN2 (Fig. 7B); in HBN11, D2-T313H
bonds to the D2-Y315 backbone (Fig. 9E). The sidechain of D2-Y315 H
bonds to D2-E302, which in turn H-bonds to PsbO-K160.
CP47-E364 is at the heart of an extensive coupling between D2 and
CP47 (see HBN10 in Fig. 9D): The carboxyl oxygen atoms of CP47-E364
are within H-bonding distance from D2-R294 and CP47-R326 (2.8–
2.9 Å distances). CP47-R326 has the potential to H bond to D2-D297
(3.7 Å distance). On the other side of the CP47-E364 carboxyl group,
D2-R294 further H bonds to D2-H189 (3.5 Å distance), and H189 to D2-
Y160 (2.7 Å distance). D2-Y160 contributes to a protein/water network
in HBN9 that effectively bridges D2-Y160 (and the groups to which it H
bonds in HBN10) to a network of protein/water H bonds reaching to
CP47-R357 (Fig. 9C): D2-Y160 bridges via water and D2-R180 to D2-
D333, which is part of the protein/water HBN leading to CP47-R357
via D2-Q334 and D2-E337. D2 groups D333 and E337 are part of the
protein/water cluster bridging D2 and CP47 at the surface (Fig. 4A).7.2. Possible role of interconnecting HBNs in conformational and
protonation dynamics
The HBNs discussed here were identiﬁed by analyzing a static
crystal structure. In a physiological environment, the H bonds in the
crowded clusters and networks will likely exhibit complex dynamics:
within one cluster, speciﬁc H bonds may be stable, whereas others
break and reform on various timescales. Indeed, complex patterns of
H-bond dynamics have been observed inMD simulations of the SecYEG
protein translocon, a protein with numerous clusters of H bonds [94].
Dynamic H bonds can ensure an efﬁcient mechanism of long-
distance intra-protein coupling; such a coupling can facilitate rapid
propagation of conformational changes [95]. For example, release of
the proton from the putative D1-E65/D2-E312 network (Fig. 7B–D)
would affect the local structure of subunits D1, D2, and PsbO that
contribute to the network. Breaking of the strong H bonds between D2-
E344 and CP47-D380 (Fig. 10A) could imply enhanced dynamics of
D2 and CP47, which would in turn affect the dynamics of the D2 and
CP47 HBNs. That is, the inter-subunit HBNs could not only contribute
structural stability, but may also ensure a tight long-distance coupling
between the protonation state and protein conformation.
Experimental data on the functional role of inter-subunit interac-
tions are rather limited. An observation that may support an important
role of inter-subunit H bonds is the 50% reduction in the steady-state
oxygen evolution in the spinachD2-E303V (D2-E302 in T. vulcanus) PSII
mutant; the mutagenesis effect was interpreted to suggest a role of D2-
E303 in stabilizing D2/PsbO interactions [96]. D2-E302 is part of a
protein/water HBN (HBN11 in Fig. 9E) that connects, via D2-T313, deep
into the PS-II OEC region at the D1-E65/D2-E312 region (HBN2, Fig. 7B).
The presence of carboxylate clusters at the interface between several
PSII subunits (Fig. 4) could lead to different strengths of the inter-
subunit interactions depending on the solution pH; given that some
of the surface carboxylate clusters couple with regions close to the OEC,
changes in the external pH could be relayed to the OEC region. The
extensive coupling between various regions of PSII (Fig. 11) suggests
that coupling between some of surface clusters to more internal groups
close to the OEC could also lead to the dynamics of the surface-
carboxylate/water networks being inﬂuenced by the chemical reactions
and structural changes associated with the reaction cycle. The inter-
subunit couplings throughout PSIImay also be essential for the assembly
of the PSII complex, and for its structural stability. The observation that
the D1 subunit is exchanged in the course of the PSII repair cycle (for
review see [97,4,6,98]) suggests that the strength of the inter-subunit
HBNsmay be ﬁne-tuned to provide the right balance between structural
stability and ﬂexibility: the inter-subunit H bonds of D2 must be strong
enough to maintain the overall integrity of PSII, but break when an
impaired D2 is replaced.8. Conclusions
Based on the recent crystallographic model of Umena et al. [2], we
searched for HBNs in the lumenal region of PSII. We found extended
HBNs that involve protein groups and water molecules. At the surface
of PSII there are numerous carboxylate clusters that are expected to
form HBNs with water molecules of the aqueous electrolyte. The
HBNs and carboxylate/water clusters also contain groups that are not
H-bonded in the crystal structure, but could easily H-bond at least
transiently because of molecular dynamics. The remarkable network of
intra- and inter-subunit interactions in PSII (Figs. 3–11) suggests a tight
coupling between distant regions of PSII via extended and intercon-
nected HBNs. In the dark, such a coupling may ensure stability of the
protein conformation. In the light-driven reactions, the extensive HBNs
discussed here could ensure a rapid and efﬁcient coupling between
proton transfer reactions and protein conformation. This role of the
HBNs is supported by observations in the SecYEG protein translocon:
extensive H-bond networks that interconnect different regions of the
translocon make the closed-state geometry rather rigid, and ensure
rapid long-distance propagation of conformational changes [94].
Several pairs of carboxylic groups were found within short distances
that suggestH-bonding or evenproton sharing in the formof a barrierless
H bond (Table 1). The D1-E65/D2-E312 dyad is an especially intriguing
example, because this dyad communicates with a complex network of
protein/water H-bonds extending from the D1–D61 region (Fig. 7 B)
towards PsbO (Fig. 7C and D). The D1-E65/D2-E312 HBNs are also
coupled to other regions of PSII (Fig. 7C–D, Fig. 11). Experimental results
on the role of this carboxylate dyad are still scarce. Recent FTIR
difference spectroscopy data [82] were interpreted to suggest that D1-
E65 and D2-E312 are part of a protein/water HBN that includes a
protonated carboxylate whose pKa (and thus protonation state)
changes during the S1→S2 transition. Pursuant to the FTIR data, we
suggest that the D1-E65–D2-E312 dyad may undergo protonation/
deprotonation reactions during the reaction cycle and that changes
in the protonation state of the dyad carboxylates are coupled to protein
conformational changes.
The D1-E65/D2-E312 HBN communicates with PsbO amino acids
that are part of surface inter-subunit and intra-subunit carboxylate/
water clusters (Figs. 7C, 4D, 5C). The carboxylate/water surface clusters
could be associated with paths for the propagation of protons [65]
or with controlling the local structure and dynamics of the protein.
Their presence and dynamics likely depend on the pH. The extensive
coupling between various regions of PSII suggests that the dynamics
of the surface-carboxylate/water networks could be inﬂuenced by the
chemical reactions and structural changes associated with the reaction
cycle of water-oxidation.
Our assessment of the extended H-bonded networks in the protein
interior and of the truly remarkable carboxylate clusters represents a
ﬁrst step towards understanding of their functional role. The tentative
identiﬁcation of key groups may stimulate their investigation by site-
directed mutagenesis in conjunction with advanced biophysical char-
acterization and computational approaches. (However, the extensive
couplings via H bonds highlight the need of caution in interpreting the
molecular origin of the site-directedmutagenesis effects.) Especially our
discussion of the functional role of HBNs and surface clusters is, at
present, largely speculative. Numerous general and speciﬁc questions
are awaiting clariﬁcation by future experimental and computational
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